
ค ำที่ลงทำ้ยดว้ย ate (สว่นมำกเป็นค ำกรยิำ) 

Elevate   

Educational standard must be elevated. 

Escalate 

Escalator 

confiscate  

Accused of corruption and guilty as charged, his house and properties are confiscated. 

Lubricate 

Consolidate 

Mitigate 

The use of new refrigerant helps mitigate green house effect.   

 

ค ำที่ลงทำ้ยดว้ย sion/tion (สว่นมำกเป็นค ำนำม) 

Dictionary 

Fiction 

I like reading fictions. 

Discrimination/discriminate 

Discrimination must not be practiced in anywhere of the world. 

Ambition 

Persuasion   

One can not move further without ambition. 

 

ค ำที่ลงทำ้ยดว้ย cally 

Specifically 

Physically  

The student must be both physically and mentally strong.   

Practically 

Economically  

 

 



Volume (ว๊อลหยุม่) 

Evaluate  

Debt (เด็ท) 

I am in debt to his gratitude.  Gambling causes him in debt. 

Receipt (reseat) 

Receipt must be shown as a proof of payment. 

Project (พรำ้เจ็ค) Proposal (ป๊อบปะซอ่น)  mindful และ make yourself understood  

Allow (อะลำว) 

You are not allowed in here. 

Owl (อำวล์) 

Cough, rough, tough, dough, bough 

Value, valuables, valuable 

You can lose your valuables but not your values. 

Gold/diamond is valuable. 

 

Wales 

Scotland 

Northern Ireland 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Narration/information 

I am very glad/pleased to learn of your interest for our master of pharmacy program.  Upon your 

request of admission, I would like to reply as the followings: 

Qualifications: 

- Be a bachelor degree holder in related fields of study 

- Earned “A”s in scientific related courses 

- Have English proficiency scores of 6.5 IELTS or equivalent.   

- Be physically and mentally healthy 

We have special rate of 25- discount of tuition fee for the first 10 qualified candidates.  

------------------------------------------------- 

Thank you for your kind interest in our university.  Naresuan University, a comprehensive university 

comprising 22 Faculties/Schools/College; offering some 220 curricula and accommodating some 

18,000 students and 6,000 staff members, is delightful to receive you.  We are currently ranked xxx 

in QS World University ranking and xxx in Times Higher Education not to mention several other from 

renowned ranking agencies. 

------------------------------------------------- 

Exposition/explanation 

We are pleased to receive you to serve as a lecturer at Faculty of Humanities!  For your further 

steps, you are required to obtain the proper type of visa; i.e.(that is), Non-Immigrant B.  Please bring 

the below documents to the closest Royal Thai Embassy: 

- A letter addressed to Royal Thai Embassy (issued from our end) 

- Passport 

- Educational certificates 

We wish you a success in visa application and see you soon. 

-------------------- 

With reference to your application to take the post of lecturer at Faculty of Business, after a careful 

review of the application alongside with other supporting documents, we feel that your 

qualifications may need improvements to fit in the currently opened position. 

 

As much as we would like to employ a highly capable staff member like you, but our faculty got 

budget cut this fiscal year not to mention we need to strictly keep allocated budgets for many other 

planned activities.  

 

Noooooooooooooooooooooooo! 

  

 



ตวัยอ่หรรษำ 

Fyi= for your information 

Fyc= for your consideration 

Tba= to be advised 

Tbc= to be confirmed 

Eta= estimated time of arrival 

I’ll be leaving Madrid to Bangkok by TG 700 arriving there on 1 September eta (touch base) 19.00  

Would you please pick me up. 

Foc= free of charge 

The package will be sent to you FOC. 

HEIs= Higher Education Institutions 

I18n/izn= internationalization 

Iah= internationalization at home 

Asap= as soon as possible 

We need you to submit the proposal asap.  We need it yesterday. 

Aka =also known as 

Faculty of Business, Economics and Communication, aka BEC is organizing an international 

conference. 

p.s. post script 

PS: don’t forget to bring umbrella, it heavily rains there. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



พหพูจนก์วนใจ 

Curricula  curriculum 

There are 30 curricula offered in Faculty of Engineering. 

Foci  focus (focuses) 

Appendices  appendix 

Symposia  symposium/convention/conference/seminar/workshop 

Formula  formulae  

Data  datum 

Alumni/alumnus 

Alumna/alumnae  

Man walking on the moon.  Man created the wheel.  Human/Huwoman 

Analyses  analysis 

Theses/thesis 

Crises/crisis 

Criteria/criterion 

Memoranda/memorandum     Memoranda of Understanding 

Indices/index 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



สิง่ละอนัพนัละนอ้ย 

I wondered/was wondering that……../I wonder/I am wondering 

Proximity  

P/A----------------------------------------P 

Present    Past 

Voila (ว๊ะหลำ่) /bravo/brava  เจง๋ เดด็   That’s cool.  That’s great. 

Green light 

We are seeking for the green light from the university. 

Appreciate (ทรำบ) 

We appreciate/know/understand that we may not get certified with our product. 

Explain/elaborate 

Please elaborate that term/that…….. 

Ditto (ดิด๊โต)  ตำมนัน้ 

I think we need to come up with a meeting asap. 

Yesteryear    

For good (ตลอดไป)  forever 

I plan to leave for Mexico for good. 

Alas 

He, alas, resigned from the job several months ago. 

 

Suggest/recommend/advise 

I suggest that you should be chairman of the company. 

I advise you stop drinking. 

De jure/de facto (ดิจรู/ีดิแฟกโต)  โดยนิตินยั/โดยพฤตินยั 

Faculty of Allied Health Sciences, de facto, serves as Secretary of UN. 

Faculty of Allied Health Sciences, de jure, serves as Secretary of UN. 

Pencil in (จองวนั/ลอ็กวนัลงตำรำง) 

I penciled in President’s schedule to meet with you tomorrow at 10.00. 

 


